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WOLLENSÄK PROJECTORS

For the finest in theatre-quality performance, these Wollensak projectors are unsurpassed.

WOLLENSÄK “715” 8MM PROJECTOR

Here is 8mm home movie projection at its best. Magnificently designed in the modern tempo...precision-engineered by master craftsmen...the Wollensak “715” includes many new and imaginative features that provide amazing theatre-quality performance. With fast Wollensak 3/4” F/1.6 Wocated wide-scope projection lens; push-button controls for easiest operation; forward, reverse and still projection; high-speed rewind; ultra-modern stainless steel film retainers and swing-open gate for easy threading; rheostat speed control; brilliant 500 watt illumination with optional 750 watt lamp; super-illuminated still picture; instant tilt control; retractable handle; automatic room lamp accommodation; 3-400 ft. reels included in built-in film storage compartment; self-contained film splicer and modern enclosure case. Complete with carrying case...$162.50

WOLLENSÄK “18” 8MM PROJECTOR with fast Wollensak 1” F/1.6 Wocated projection lens; finest optical system for brilliance, coverage, definition. Professional type stainless steel retainers; fast power rewind; 750 watt lamp; 400 ft. reel capacity; built-in film compartment; carrying case ............$169.50

WOLLENSÄK “65” 16MM PROJECTOR with fast Wollensak 2” F/1.6 Wocated four element projection lens; AC-DC current; 750 watt lamp; easily removable; improved intermittent movement; removable aperture plate; instant tilt control; simplified threading; 400 ft. reel capacity; built-in film compartment; carrying case. $199.50
WOLLENSAK “42” 8MM SPOOL CAMERAS — With Wollensak 13mm f/1.9 Cine Raptar Wocoted lens in fixed focus, calibrated in 1/2 stops; economical spool film drop-in loading; “weather-eye” exposure dial; unprecedented built-in filter dial system; extra-large “picture-window” optical view-finder; extra-powerful long-run motor; convenient rapid crank wind; continuous run and single frame exposure provision; two-toned gray and chrome finish; film plane position mark. $69.50

WOLLENSAK “43” 8MM SPOOL TURRET — With versatility of a rotating 3-lens system turret plus all the outstanding advantages of the Wollensak “42”; Wollensak 13mm f/1.9 Normal Cine Raptar Wocoted lens in fixed focus plus conversion units in turret that rotate into place to form a 9mm f/1.9 wide-angle or 32.5mm f/1.9 telephoto. $99.50

WOLLENSAK “23” 8MM MAGAZINE TURRET with 3 Wollensak Wocoted lenses; 13mm f/1.9 Cine Raptar (focusing mount); 6.5mm f/1.8 Wide Angle (fixed focus); 8mm (11½”) f/2.5 Telephoto (focusing mount). $239.50

WOLLENSAK “23” 8MM MAGAZINE with Wollensak 13mm f/1.9 Cine Raptar (focusing mount) Wocoted lens with click stops; adjustable view-finder; 5 speeds; single frame. $139.50

WOLLENSAK “53” 8MM SPOOL TURRET with 3 Wollensak Wocoted lenses; 13mm f/1.9 Cine Raptar (focusing mount); 6.5mm f/1.8 Wide Angle (fixed focus); 8mm (11½”) f/2.5 Telephoto (focusing mount), 5 speeds. $199.50

WOLLENSAK “58” 8MM SPOOL CAMERA with Wollensak 13mm f/1.9 Cine Raptar (focusing mount) Wocoted lens; adjustable viewfinder; extra long running motor; drop-in loading; 5 speeds; exposure guide, lens click stops. $124.50

WOLLENSAK SIXTEENS

In operation and performance, these superb cameras exceed the most exacting requirements.

WOLLENSAK “91” 16MM MAGAZINE. Wollensak 1” f/1.9 Cine Raptar (focusing mount) Wocoted lens; continuous run; 5 speeds; single frame exposure. $187.50

WOLLENSAK “93” 16MM MAGAZINE TURRET with 3 Wocoted focusing mount lenses; 1” f/1.9 Cine Raptar; 0.7” (17mm) f/2.5 Wide Angle; 3” f/2.8 Telephoto. Automatic viewfinder. $287.50

Carrying Case for Models 23, 28, 53 and 58 Cameras...$17.50
Carrying Case for Models 42 and 43 Cameras...$12.50

Carrying Case for 16mm cameras...$19.50
WOLLENSAK "815" 2 x 2 FULLY AUTOMATIC SLIDE PROJECTOR

Completely self-contained with no accessories to attach, the Wollensak "815" assures the maximum in truly automatic, semi-automatic and manual operation. Load up to 56 slides in the magazine tray, flip the switch and join your audience. The Wollensak "815" will show your slides at their brilliant best as slow or fast as you like without your slightest attention. Accepts 35mm, bantam or new large 1½"x1½" format (obtained by cropping 120 transparencies) slides intermixed; fast Wollensak 5-inch F/3.5 Anastigmat lens and coated optical system; automatic fade in and fade out; "Iris-matic" diaphragm control with click stops for controlling viewing qualities of over-exposed slides; powerful 500 watt lamp; illuminated function dial; built-in pointer; remote control; single frame stereo slot; air-scoop cooling system; lightweight portability; new, outstanding "Futuramic" styling. Complete with self-contained two-toned case, extra condenser lens for 1½"x1½" transparencies, built-in viewing screen, cord and 7 magazine trays. $149.50

WOLLENSAK "10" STEREO CAMERA

Wooted 35mm f/2.7 Wollensak Amaton Anastigmat lenses in MFX Rapax Synchronic Shutters; matched in focal lengths; fully color corrected; click stops. Accepts standard #5 disc filters and Series VI accessories. Shutter speed markings, ½ to 1/300 sec. Synchronized controls for lens stops, shutter speeds and flash; superimposed image rangefinder; simplified exposure guide; automatic flash computer; eye-level focusing and viewing; double exposure prevention; single frame provision. $199.50

WOLLENSAK "1500" HI-FIDELITY DUAL-SPEED TAPE RECORDER

Compact and Lightweight ... with 10 Watts Push-Pull Audio Output

Here is real portability with console performance achieved by the use of miniaturized components and all-metal airplane type construction ... manufactured with the precision of a fine watch. Measuring only 6½"x10½"x11¾" and weighing a scant 18 lbs., it accepts 7 reels with playing time of three hours using long-play tape. Its 10 watts audio output is four times greater than larger, less portable recorders—with enough power to accommodate LARGE auditorium speaker systems. In addition, it includes such outstanding advantages as...“Balanced-Tone” high-fidelity...simplified keyboard control...tape speeds of 3.75 and 7.5 i.p.s...exclusive high speed rewind lever...two-level recording indicator...precision index counter and a host of other outstanding advantages. Complete with ceramic-type wide range microphone, 2 reels (one with tape) and cords. $189.50

STEREO FLASH GUN
Mounts on camera top. Uses new B.C. capacitor. Provides for A.S.A. extension ...............$15

STEREO CASE
Top grain cowhide in cordovan finish. With strap and built-in tripod mount ........$15

STEREO VIEWER
Wollensak optics increase field of view for the finest in 3D viewing ..............$23.95

SLIDE PROTECTORS
Clear, transparent plastic protectors. Box serves as a stereo file. Box of 50. ..........................$2.85

Distinguished in appearance when opened or closed. Rich, satin, chrome and off-white finish. Streamlined, extremely compact and lightweight. The most portable tape recorder available.
WOLLENSACK "72" AND "73" 8MM MAGAZINE CAMERAS

Superbly Engineered with Features Years Ahead

WOLLENSACK "72" 8MM MAGAZINE CAMERA — with Wollensak 13mm f/1.8 Cine Raptar Wocoted lens in fixed focus, calibrated in half stops; foolproof magazine loading; five speeds; weather eye exposure dial automatically calibrated for all speeds; unprecedented built in filter dial system; extra-large "picture window" optical view-finder; hinged door with snap lock; extra-powerful long run motor; convenient rapid crank wind; continuous run and single frame exposure provision; MECHANICAL "HEART BEAT" SIGNALS FILM IS BEING EXPOSED; beautiful two-tone grey and chrome finish. .......... $99.50

WOLLENSACK "73" 8MM MAGAZINE TURRET — with versatility of three lens system turret; camera motor will only operate if turret is in proper position; plus all the outstanding features of the Wollensak "72"; Wollensak 13mm f/1.8 Normal Cine Raptar Wocoted lens in fixed focus plus conversion units in turret that rotate into place to form a 9mm f/1.8 wide-angle or 32.5mm f/1.8 telephoto. ................. $149.50

Carrying Case for "72" ..... $14.50
Carrying Case for "73" ..... $15.50

All prices include Federal Excise Tax where applicable.
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